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Submicron probes for Hall magnetometry over the extended temperature
range from helium to room temperature
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We report on mesoscopic Hall sensors made from various materials and their suitability for accurate
magnetization studies of submicron samples over a wide temperature range and, especially, at room
temperature. Among the studied devices, the best stability and sensitivity have been found for Hall
probes made from a high-concentration two-dimensional electron gas~HC-2DEG!. Even at 300 K,
such submicron probes can reliably resolve local changes in dc magnetic field of'1 G, which
corresponds to a flux sensitivity of less than 0.1f0 (f05h/e is the flux quantum!. The resolution
increases 100 times at temperatures below 80 K. It is also much higher for the detection of ac
magnetic fields because resistance fluctuations limiting the low-frequency stability of the studied
devices can be eliminated. Our second choice for room-temperature Hall micromagnetometry is
gold Hall probes, which can show a sensitivity of the order of 10 G. The capabilities of HC-2DEG
and gold micromagnetometers are demonstrated by measuring nm-scale movements of individual
domain walls in a ferromagnet. ©2003 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1576492#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Mesoscopic Hall probes made from a two-dimensio
electron gas~2DEG! have proved themselves as a valua
experimental tool for studies of magnetic flux distribution
macroscopic1,2 and submicron3,4 superconductors and fo
studies of the magnetic properties of individual nanome
sized magnets and their arrays.5–9 This relatively simple
technique, generally referred to as Hall micromagnetome
exhibits remarkable sensitivity at low temperatures, allow
measurements of magnetic fields induced by mesoscopic
jects at the level of 1022 G/AHz ~for the case of dc signals!
and 1024 G/AHz for ac signals.2–8 For a Hall cross of 1mm
in size, this corresponds to a flux resolution of'1023

(1025) f0 and, in terms of magnetization, allows the dete
tion of magnetic moments as small as 105 (103) mB for dc
and ac measurements, respectively.2,3,6,8

At low temperatures, the miniature 2DEG probes a
widely used for studies of mesoscopic phenomena wh
they provide a viable alternative to micron-sized superc
ducting quantum interference devices.10 Generally, the op-
erational range of 2DEG Hallm-sensors is not limited to low
temperatures9 but their sensitivity rapidly deteriorates at tem
peratures above 100 K,2,3,6,9,11mainly because of a rapid in
crease in low-frequency resistance fluctuations. At the sa
time, many research areas require and would benefit from

a!Electronic mail: geim@man.ac.uk
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probes suitable for magnetization measurements at hig
temperatures. Such an extension of the operational rang
Hall micromagnetometry to room temperature is particula
important for research on nanomagnetism and magnetic
terials, as well as for possible applications in life scienc
With these applications in mind, we have fabricated a
tested Hall m sensors made from a variety of materia
~namely, thin films of Bi, Al, Au, and Nb, epitaxial and
d-doped layers of GaAs and InSb, and a number of 2D s
tems based on GaAs/GaAlAs heterostructures!. In this ar-
ticle, we describe our experience with these devices, con
trating on the operation of Hall probes found to be mo
suitable for room-temperature micromagnetometry.

II. EXPERIMENTAL DEVICES AND MEASUREMENTS

Examples of our experimental structures are shown
Fig. 1. These Hall probes were microfabricated by electr
beam lithography followed by thermal evaporation and li
off ~in the case of metal films! and by wet etching~in the
case of semiconducting structures!. The measurements wer
carried out using the standard low-frequency~30–1000 Hz!
lock-in technique with an integration time of 0.3–3 s~Stan-
ford Research lock-in amplifier model 830!. For Hall sensors
made from metal films, it was essential to use transform
preamplifiers~Stanford Research preamplifier model 554! to
match the low input resistance of the measurement circuit
driving currentsI for the semiconducting and metal senso
were of the order of 10mA and 10 mA, respectively. An
3 © 2003 American Institute of Physics
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optimal currentI o was carefully selected~within a factor of
2! for each individual Hall cross by measuring its perfo
mance over a wide range ofI . At low currentsI !I 0 , the
sensitivity was limited by voltage noise~Johnson noise:V
5A4kRT, wherekT is the thermal energy andR is the se-
ries resistance of the measurement circuit!. The use of higher
driving currents (I'I 0) has allowed us to suppress the actu
contribution of the Johnson noise to the measured resist
~note that Johnson noise is independent ofI while the gen-
erated Hall voltage increases linearly withI ). However, we
have found that above a certain currentI .I 0 the signal-to-
noise ratio cannot be improved any further for several r
sons. The most important of them is the presence of s
resistancefluctuations. These fluctuations exhibit a 1/f -type
behavior~see Figs. 2 and 3! and, atI'I 0 , exceed the con-
tribution from the Johnson noise usually by a factor of 1
1000. Furthermore, in the case of 2DEG devices, high c
rentsI .I 0 can also lead to additional resistance instabiliti

III. OVERVIEW OF EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Figure 2 summarizes our experience with various me
scopic Hall devices. It shows a typical Hall response of s

FIG. 1. Examples of the studied mesoscopic Hall devices.~a! Scanning
electron micrograph showing two sets with 2 Hall crosses each made
Bi and having widths of 0.5 and 1mm. ~b! 2DEG Hall probes: the micro-
graph shows a mesa with five crosses of equal size wet-etched
GaAs–AlGaAs heterostructure. Here, the nominal width of the crossew
~defined by lithography! is 1.6mm. We have used 2DEG probes with siz
down to 0.5mm.
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eral of them to perpendicular magnetic fieldH swept over a
relatively large field interval. The insets show the corr
sponding noise inRHall ~recalculated in terms of measure
magnetic fieldB). At room temperature, the best signal-t
noise ratio among the tested semiconducting devices
been found for Hall probes made from a high-concentrat
~HC!-2DEG~electron concentrationn.1012 cm22) @see Fig.
2~a!#. Here, random resistance fluctuations~at the optimal
current I 0) lead to a noise signal that corresponds to fie
changes of less than'1 G. This noise is dominated by ver
slow fluctuations~with a characteristic period.100 s com-
parable with time of typical measurements!. Figure 3 shows
the corresponding low-frequency noise spectrum. For
vices with lowern but of similar size and geometry, the Ha
signal increases~as 1/n) but so do resistance fluctuation
resulting in somewhat lower sensitivity@Fig. 2~a!#. All our
micron-sized probes made from semiconductors withn
larger than, say,'331011 cm22 were operational at 300 K
and could detect changes on the level of 1–10 G. The b
performance over the temperature range from 100 to 30

m

a

FIG. 2. Hall responseRHall of various submicron probes. The insets sho
noise in the measured signals vs time~some of the curves were taken whil
sweeping H). All the measurements were carried out at frequencyf
530.5 Hz with time constantt53 s. Note that the high-frequency nois
component seen in insets~b! and ~c! is due to a finite digital resolution of
lock-ins ~the measured Hall signal increases with increasingH by minor
steps due to digitalization!. If necessary, this artifact can be eliminated b
compensating a relatively large zero-field offset present in some device
compare the field resolution of different devices, they scale for the noise
signals is recalculated from ohms into gausses, using the measured
coefficients.~a! RHall at 300 K for crosses made from standard and hig
concentration 2DEGs. The devices’ geometry is shown in Fig. 1~b!, the
width w'2 mm. ~b! RHall for an Au Hall cross (w'0.6mm) at helium and
room temperatures. The film thicknessd is '100 nm.~c! Behavior of an Al
Hall sensor at 4 and 300 K (w'0.4mm, d'50 nm).~d! RHall for a Bi Hall
cross with w'0.8mm and d'100 nm. The large resistance fluctuation
dominating the curve are irreproducible but tend to occur in certain fi
intervals. Even for the quieter parts of the curve, the resistance noise li
the field resolution of the Bi sensors to several tens of gauss. This c
shows that, despite the much lower concentration of carriers in Bi comp
to Au or Al and, accordingly, the four orders of magnitude larger H
response, Bi Hall sensors provide a much poorer resolution in term
magnetic field.
 license or copyright; see http://jap.aip.org/jap/copyright.jsp
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was observed for sensors made from a molecular b
epitaxy-grown HC-2DEG,12 due to its relatively high mobil-
ity and lower series resistances involved. At temperatu
below 80 K, their sensitivity typically increased t
'1022 G. The latter regime is well documented
literature2–7 and, therefore, not discussed below.

As concerns metal films, they are generally conside
to be a poor choice for making Hall probes because of th
high carrier concentration and, hence, very small Hall c
stants. This argument somehow appears to be not true fo
case of mesoscopic Hall devices at room temperature. As
can see from Fig. 2~b!, Au sensors show a million time
smaller Hall response but, in terms of magnetic fieldB, their
signal-to-noise ratio is comparable to the one exhibited
the 2DEG devices. The mesoscopic Au devices exhibit
sensitivity on the level of several gauss or'f0 over the
whole temperature range@see Fig. 2~b! and the next section#.

All the other submicron probes made from metal film
and tested in our experiments have shown notably large
sistance noise and lower sensitivity to dc magnetic fields.
an example, Fig. 2~c! shows a Hall response of Al probe
the field resolution is only'100 G at room temperature.
increases dramatically~to less than 1 G! at helium tempera-
tures~exceeding the sensitivity of our Au probes! but still it
is two to three orders of magnitude worse that the sensiti
of 2DEG probes at low temperatures.3

Submicron devices made from Bi present an interes
and nontrivial case. Due to its very low carrier concentrat
and large Hall response, Bi films continue to be viewed
many researchers as the material of choice for making s
Hall sensors. However, in our experience, submicron Bi
vices have always shown the worst performance, even at
@Fig. 1~d!#. Random resistance fluctuations and telegra
noise obscure the Hall curves completely, making such
devices impractical for magnetization measurements. In
dition, while both semiconducting and other metal devic
have proved to be fairly robust in operation, did not requ
any special precautions, and could survive many cool-do
and measurements, our submicron Bi sensors were foun
be prone to easy electrical damage for reasons that rem
unclear to us. We note, however, that if Bi devices are p

FIG. 3. The measured 1/f noise for Hall devices made from a HC-2DEG
and Al. The measurements were carried out in the Hall geometry at r
temperature and in the dark by using 50mA current. Our Au devices exhib-
ited behavior similar to Al probes but 1/f noise was several times smaller
Downloaded 13 Jul 2009 to 130.88.75.110. Redistribution subject to AIP
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pared by other methods~e.g., using epitaxial growth!, it is
still possible that the problems we experienced can be el
nated or would become less severe.

We should also mention that the discussed dc resolu
of metallic Hall sensors~down to '1 G) can only be
achieved in applications where relatively large ac magn
fields (.1 G) do not influence measurements~e.g., do not
change magnetization of a studied object!. Such ac fields are
induced by high driving currents~10 mA permm of width!
required for the metal sensors to suppress the Johnson n
On the other hand, a very important advantage of me
probes~and Au probes, in particular! is that they can be
microfabricated directly on top of a sample of interest, whi
is not possible in the case of 2DEG probes and could
crucial for many experiments. Furthermore, metallic H
probes can be made even smaller than 100 nm while th
practically impossible for semiconducting devices becaus
the presence of a depletion region.

IV. APPLICATION OF MESOSCOPIC HALL
SENSORS FOR DETECTION OF MOVEMENTS
OF FERROMAGNETIC DOMAIN WALLS

In order to demonstrate the operation of the describ
Au and HC-2DEG Hall sensors in a real experiment and g
more details about their operation, we describe below th
application for the detection of mesoscopic movements
individual domain walls in a ferromagnet. Figure 4 show
one of our Au devices placed on top of a garnet film. T
photograph is taken in transmitted polarized light and allo
one to see a magnetic domain structure underneath the
probes. The Au film is 50 nm thick and has been evapora
directly on the insulating garnet film. Hall crosses have d
ferent widthsw ranging between 100 nm and 2mm. Their
two-probe resistanceR is about 20V at room temperature
decreasing by a factor of 2 at helium temperatures.

The geometry of our 2DEG sensors used in this appli
tion is similar to the one shown in Fig. 1~b!. They have been
fabricated from a specially designed InGaAs–AlGaA
GaAs heterostructure12 with a HC-2DEG embedded 50 nm

mFIG. 4. Mesoscopic Au sensors microfabricated directly on top of
yttrium-iron garnet film. Magnetic domains in the garnet are clearly visi
on the photograph which is taken in transmitted polarized light usin
high-resolution optical microscope~domain width at 300 K is'14mm).
Dark areas are the gold film.
 license or copyright; see http://jap.aip.org/jap/copyright.jsp
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below the surface. The 2DEG hasn'431012 cm22 and a
very high room-temperature mobility of 0.8 m2 V21 s21 ~but
increasing only to 2.6 m2 V21 s21 at 4 K!. The devices have
R,10 kV at 300 K. A mm-sized piece of a garnet film ha
been placed in firm mechanical contact with the top surf
and then fixed by a vacuum grease. Quantitative analysi
the shapes of the measured magnetization curves in Fig
and 6 shows13 that this procedure allows us to achieve t
separation between the garnet film and a 2DEG of less
0.2 mm.

The used yttrium-iron garnet film is 20mm thick and has
its magnetization in the direction perpendicular to the s
face. The saturation magnetization is'200 G. The domain
width is '14mm, and the width of domain walls is est
mated to be'100 nm at 300 K, decreasing to'15 nm at 4
K. In our measurements, we have applied a perpendic
field H, forcing domains of the parallel polarity to grow a
the expense of domains with the opposite polarity. As one
the domain walls reaches the central sensitive area of
probe, the measured Hall signal starts reversing its sign~at
room temperature this process was simultaneously monit
in an optical microscope!. Figures 5 and 6 plot changes
the local fieldB caused by a domain wall moving~creeping!
over the Hall cross in forward and backward directions. T
observed hysteresis is due to pinning on local defects and
steps correspond to jumps of domain walls from one pinn
site to another~so-called Barkhausen noise but now it
measured for a single domain wall!. One can see that th
hysteresis loops become wider with decreasing tempera

FIG. 5. Local magnetic fieldB measured by HC-2DEG probes as a doma
wall creeps underneath a micron-sized Hall cross. The external mag
field H is slowly swept up and down, forcing domain walls to move. F
clarity, curves at different temperatures are shifted by 100 G, andDH50 is
chosen to be approximately at the center of the hysteresis loops. Top p
changes in the Hall signal at 300 K after the perpendicular external fiel
20 G is applied in the absence of the garnet film. Here, one can see tha
noise level, which cannot be resolved on the scale of the main figur
about 1 G.
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which indicates an increase in pinning. The smallest jump
could resolve at 300 K using HC-2DEG sensors correspo
to an average shift of an individual domain wall by only 3
nm, i.e., much smaller than the width of the domain w
itself. In the case of Au probes, the jumps at 300 K a
poorly resolved because of large resistance noise and,
due to smearing of the steps by the ac field induced by
driving current. In the experiment in Fig 6, ac fields we
'10 G and could de-pin domain walls in the garnet film. W
note, however, that these garnets have shown very low
ning of domain walls13 and, for magnetic systems wit
higher coercivity, one should be able to increase the res
tion of Au m sensors further by using higher currents. Furth
details of the observed behavior of ferromagnetic dom
walls (,80 K) are given elsewhere.13

V. DISCUSSION

The sensitivity of Hall sensors is fundamentally limite
by the Johnson noiseV5A4kRT. In the case of our Au
sensors with Hall resistivityrxy'0.1mV/G, I o'10 mA,
and R'100V, this noise limits the field resolution to
'1 G/AHz at 300 K and 0.1 G/AHz at 4 K. In practice,
however, we have always encountered additional lo
frequency fluctuations in resistance (1/f noise!, as discussed
above. For the case of Au probes, these fluctuations usu
exceeded the Johnson noise by a factor of 10~at I 5I o) and
reduced the field resolution accordingly.

Non-Johnson noise is even more important for the c
of our semiconducting devices, reducing their field reso
tion at all temperatures by a huge factor of 100 to 1000. T
noise behaves as 1/f at frequencies below'1000 Hz ~see,
e.g., Ref. 12! and did not show any saturation down to 0.0
Hz ~Fig. 3!. Moreover, the dc field resolution of semicon
ducting Hall devices depends crucially on their widthw. For
a 70mm cross made from a HC-2DEG, we have reached
noise level of 1023 G at 300 K~Ref. 12! but crosses smalle
than 2mm ~with only slightly higher two-probe resistance!
become increasingly noisier~yielding the dc resolution of
'1 G as shown in Figs. 2 and 5!. For w<0.5mm, we found
them no longer superior to Aum probes for room-
temperature applications.

tic

el:
of
the
is

FIG. 6. Local movements of a ferromagnetic domain wall monitored
an Au Hall cross (w'0.6mm, d'50 nm). Labeling and procedures as
Fig. 5.
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Previously, it was suggested that it is DX centers that
responsible for the resistance noise and limit the hi
resolution regime of 2DEG Hall probes to lo
temperatures.6,14 However, the strong dependence of the a
plitude of the resistance fluctuations on the sizew of 2DEG
devices may indicate that there is also another mechan
for the noise at elevated temperatures. This additional n
could originate from the small number of electrons in t
sensitive area of a 2D device. Indeed, for a standard 2D
with n'331011 cm22, there are onlyN53000 electrons in
a 1 mm cross. At temperatures above the Fermi energyEF

'100 K, the 2DEG becomes classical and the numbe
electrons in the Hall cross should fluctuate. This means
all transport characteristics should exhibit thermodynam
fluctuations due to the number fluctuations~note that both
rxx and rxy}1/n). The discussed noise should be prop
tional to the driving current and thus can experimentally
distinguished from the Johnson noise. Unfortunately, we
not aware of any theory which would address the class
noise in open systems with a small number of electrons
side. Furthermore, one cannot use the known statis
theory15 for a gas of neutral particles~where the number
fluctuations are given byAN), as the corresponding formula
are not applicable in our case because of strong screeni

It is also worth mentioning that—contrary to the com
mon opinion—a lower carrier concentration does not nec
sarily lead to higher sensitivity of small Hall devices. Indee
although rxy decreases as 1/n with increasing n, high-
concentration devices can also sustain higher currents~in our
experience,I o}n) and, hence, induced Hall voltages do n
necessarily decrease. On the other hand, noise is gene
expected to become smaller for better conductive hi
concentration devices, which results in their better signal
noise ratio. This argument is also consistent with our ob
vation that mesoscopic Au Hall devices exhibit much be
characteristics than similar ones made from Bi, despit
much lower concentration of carriers in Bi.

VI. CONCLUSION

We have demonstrated that mesoscopic probes m
from a high-concentration 2DEG and Au allow accurate m
cromagnetization measurements over the whole tempera
range below room temperature and, in particular, are suit
for the detection of microscopic movements of ferromagne
domain walls. The most unexpected and potentially use
result of our investigation is that, at high temperatures, s
Downloaded 13 Jul 2009 to 130.88.75.110. Redistribution subject to AIP
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micron Hall devices made from ordinary metals can exhib
sensitivity to local dc magnetic fields comparable to the s
sitivity of semiconducting devices. Among the tested met
lic probes, the most sensible alternative to the 2DEG sen
was found in submicron Hall probes made from gold.
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